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Figure S1. Stiffness of 3D Coll networks investigated by colloidal probe force spectroscopy. Network stiffness 
significantly increased upon EDC crosslinking, while EDC facilitated GAG functionalization led to a trend of 
an additional stiffness increase. *) At the significance level of p<0.05, Coll network stiffness was significantly 
lower compared to all other 3D networks. (ANOVA significance test). (n=3). 
 
 
Figure S2. Cytokine profile of monocyte derived MPhs in the presence of GMCSF (GM-MPh) and MCSF (M-
MPh). A) Decreased secretion of anti-inflammatory IL10 and enhanced level of inflammatory IL12 and TNF 
by GM-MPh and a contrary cytokine secretion observed with M-MPh prove an inflammatory phenotype of 
GM-MPh and an anti-inflammatory phenotype of M-MPh. B) The ratio of IL10 to IL12 as an anti-
inflammatory marker is enhanced 24.5 fold for M-MPh. (n=5). 
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Figure S3. Representative confocal laser scanning microscopy images of immunofluorescence analysis of 
intracellular IL10 (green) and IL12 (red) protein levels inside the 3D networks. The multi-channel image was 
taken in a pure Coll network. Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). The fibrillar Coll network was 
visualized in reflection mode (white). A) Overlay image of all four channels. B) Merged image of IL10 (green) 
and IL12 (red) signal. C) Single channels of IL10, IL12, DAPI and Coll. Scale bar: 20 µm. 
 
